We explore the detection possibility of light pseudoscalar Higgs boson in the next-to-minimal supersymmetric Standard Model(NMSSM) at the LHC with the center of mass energy, √ S = 13 TeV. We focus on the parameter space which provides one of the Higgs boson as the SM-like with a mass of 125 GeV and some of the non-SM-like Higgs bosons can be light having suppressed couplings with fermions and gauge bosons due to their singlet nature. It is observed that for certain region of model parameter space, the singlet like light pseudoscalar can decay to di-photon(γγ) channel with a substantial branching ratio. In this study, we consider this di-photon signal of light pseudoscalar Higgs boson producing it through the chargino-neutralino production and the subsequent decay of neutralino. We consider signal consisting of two photons plus missing energy along with a lepton from the chargino decay. Performing a detailed simulation of the signal and backgrounds including detector effects, we present results for a few benchmark points corresponding to the pseudoscalar Higgs boson mass in the range 60 -100 GeV. Our studies indicate that some of the benchmark points in the parameter space can be probed with a reasonable significance for 100 fb −1 integrated luminosity. We also conclude that exploiting this channel it is possible to distinguish the NMSSM from the other supersymmetric models. * guchait@tifr.res.in † jka@tifr.res.in 1 arXiv:1608.05693v2 [hep-ph]
Introduction
In spite of the absence of any signal of superpartners at the LHC, still supersymmetry(SUSY) remains one of the best possible option for the physics beyond standard model(BSM). Looking for its signal is a very high priority task in the next phase of LHC experiments. The SUSY models provide a solution for hierarchy problem, unify gauge couplings at a certain high energy scale and in addition, offers a dark matter candidate which is absent in the standard model(SM). In order to interpret the recently discovered Higgs particle(H SM ) of mass ∼ 125 GeV at the LHC [1, 2] in the framework of the minimal supersymmetric standard model(MSSM), one requires a certain kind of parameter space, in particular for the squark sector of the third generation [3, 4] . For instance, the lightest Higgs boson of mass ∼ 125 GeV in the MSSM can be obtained either by pushing up the lighter top squark mass to a larger value or assuming a maximal mixing in the top squark sector. Moreover, µ term in the superpotential, µH u H d is a another potential source of problem, where H u and H d are the two Higgs doublets require to generate the up and down type of fermion masses. The value of µ is expected to be around the electroweak (EW) scale ∼ O(100 GeV), but, nothing constrain it not to accept large value, in fact, it can go far above the EW scale, which is known as the µ-problem [5] . In the framework of the Next-to-minimal supersymmetric model (NMSSM) these issues can be addressed more naturally [6] [7] [8] . The NMSSM contains an extra Higgs singlet field(S), in addition to the two Higgs doublets H u , H d like the MSSM and, the superpotential reads as,
where λ and κ are the dimensionless couplings and W MSSM is the part of the superpotential in the MSSM, except the µ term. After the electroweak symmetry breaking, the vacuum expectation value(VEV) of the singlet field (S) v s , generates the µ term dynamically, i.e µ ef f = λv s . The Higgs sector of the NMSSM contains three neutral CP even(H 1 , H 2 , H 3 ; m H 1 < m H 2 < m H 3 ) and two CP odd neutral pseudoscalars(A 1 , A 2 ; m A 1 < m A 2 ) plus charged Higgs boson (H ± ) states (for details, see the review of Ref. [9] and Ref. [10] ). The states of the physical neutral Higgs bosons are composed of both the singlet and the doublet fields. Interestingly, one of the CP even neutral Higgs boson can be interpreted as the recently found SM-like Higgs boson and it remains valid for a wide range of model parameters [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and, unlike the MSSM, it does not require much fine tuning of the model parameters. It can be attributed to the mixing of the singlet Higgs field with the doublets via λSH u H d term. As a consequence, this interaction, in turn lifts the tree level Higgs boson mass substantially and then further contribution due to the radiative correction enable to achieve the required Higgs boson mass of ∼ 125 GeV [15, 16] . Naturally, with the discovery of the Higgs boson [1, 2] , the NMSSM has drawn a lot attention, in general, to study in more details the Higgs sector and the corresponding phenomenology at the LHC with a great interest [12] [13] [14] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Previous studies showed that in the NMSSM framework, the scenario of very light Higgs bosons (<125 GeV) exist, while one of the CP even neutral Higgs boson SM like [13, 14, [21] [22] [23] [24] . Notably, these light Higgs bosons are non-SM like and dominantly singlet in nature and, hence not excluded by any past experiments due to the suppression of their production in colliders. Needless to say, in the present context of continuing Higgs studies in the LHC experiments, it is one of the priority to search for these light non SM-like Higgs bosons. Already, in Run 1 experiments at the LHC, extensive searches were carried out for the lightest CP odd Higgs boson(A 1 ) either producing it directly or via the decay of the SM-like Higgs boson, H SM → A 1 A 1 . The CMS experiment performed searches through direct production of A 1 and decaying to a pair of muons [25] and taus [26] for the mass ranges 5.5 -14 GeV and 25-80 GeV respectively and, also looked for it in the SM Higgs decay in 4τ final states [26] . The ATLAS collaboration published results for A 1 searches, H SM → A 1 A 1 → µµτ τ decays with a mass range 3.7 -50 GeV [27] and also in four photon final states corresponding to the mass range 10 -62 GeV [28] . From the non observation of any signal in all those searches, the exclusion of cross sections folded with branching ratios(BR) for a given channel are presented for the mass range ∼ 5 − 60 of A 1 .
On the phenomenological side, after the discovery of the Higgs boson at the LHC, detection prospects of all Higgs bosons in the NMSSM are revisited [29] [30] [31] . Nonetheless, it is more appealing to explore the detection possibility of the light non SM-like Higgs bosons in various interesting decay channels to establish the NMSSM effects which are absent in the MSSM. In this context, searching for lighter Higgs bosons, in particular A 1 is very interesting, since it can be very light [32, 33] . There are many phenomenological analysis reported in the literature exploring the detection prospect of A 1 at the LHC [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . In our study as reported in [21] , the rates of production of non SM-like Higgs bosons in various decay channels are estimated for the LHC Run 2 experiment with the center of mass energy, √ S =13 TeV. Remarkably, it is observed that along with the dominant bb and τ τ decay modes of non SM-like Higgs bosons, the BR for two photon (γγ) decay mode is also very large for a certain part of the parameter space. In particular, light A 1 decays to γγ mode with a BR ranging from a few percent to 80-90% for a substantial region of the parameter space [19, 21, [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] .
On the other side, as we know, experimentally photon is a very clean object and can
) associated production in protonproton collision followed by cascade decays to two photons and a lepton along with lightest neutralinos, as Eq. 1.2.
be reconstructed with a very high precision, which motivates us to study the signal of non SM-like Higgs boson in this γγ channel [33, 39, 44] . In this context, it is to be noted that, neither the SM nor the MSSM predict this large rate of γγ decay mode of any of the Higgs boson for any region of the parameter space. Hence, this distinct feature appears to be the characteristic signal of the NMSSM and can be exploited in distinguishing it from the other SUSY models. More precisely, in the presence of any SUSY signal, this di-photon decay mode of A 1 can be used as a powerful avenue to establish the type of the SUSY model.
In this present study, mainly we focus on A 1 and explore its detection possibility in the γγ mode. In principle, A 1 can be produced directly via the standard SUSY Higgs production mechanisms, i.e primarily via the gluon gluon fusion or through b andb annihilation. However, in both the cases, the production cross sections are suppressed due its singlet nature. In our study, we employ the SUSY particle production, namely the associated chargino-neutralino and, the subsequent decay of heavier neutralino state produces A 1 , followed by A 1 → γγ decay. The combination of lighter chargino(χ ± 1 ) and, either of the second ( χ 0 2 ) or the third ( χ 0 3 ) neutralino states is found to be produced dominantly at the LHC energy [45, 46] . In the final state, in order to control the SM backgrounds, we require also one associated lepton arising from χ ± 1 decay. The production and decay mechanism of the entire process is shown as,
schematically it is presented in Fig. 1 . The final state contains hard missing energy due to the presence of neutrinos and neutralinos( χ 0 1 ) which are assumed to be the lightest SUSY particle(LSP) and stable 1 , and escape the detector, since they are weakly interacting. Finally, the reaction,Eq. 1.2 leads to the signal,
Of course, in addition to the chargino-neutralino production cross section, the BR( χ 0 2,3 → χ 0 1 A 1 ) and BR(A 1 → γγ), which are sensitive to the parameter space, very crucial in determining the signal rate. In view of this, we investigate the sensitivity of this signal to the relevant parameters scanning those systematically for a wide range and identify the suitable region which provides the reasonable rate of the signal. Finally, out of this parameter scan, we select few benchmark parameter points for which results are presented. Performing a detail simulation including detector effects for both the signal and the SM backgrounds processes, we predict the signal significances corresponding to our choices of parameters for a few integrated luminosity options at the LHC with the center of mass energy,
This paper is organized as follows, In section 2, after briefly discussing the chargino and neutralino sector in the NMSSM, we study the parameter space sensitivity of chargino-neutralino associated production cross section. The parameter sensitivity of BRs of neutralinos and A 1 decays are discussed in section 3 and then propose few benchmark points for which results are presented. The details of the simulation are presented in section 4, while results are discussed in section 5. Finally, we summarize in section 6.
Chargino-Neutralino production
The chargino-neutralino associated production(χ ± 1χ 0 2,3 ) in proton-proton collision is mediated purely by electro-weak(EW) interaction at the tree level and, hence very sensitive to the parameters space owing to the dependence of couplings. Therefore, in order to understand the various features of this production process at the LHC, it is worth to discuss the interplay between parameters and cross sections.
Chargino and Neutralino sector in NMSSM
In SUSY model, there are spin half EW gauginos and Higgsinos which are the supersymmetric partners of the gauge bosons and Higgs bosons respectively. The soft mass terms for gauginos and the spontaneous breaking of EW symmetry lead a mixing between gaugino and Higgsino states making them weak eigenstates without physical mass terms. The charginos are the mass eigenstates corresponding to the mixed charged gaugino and Higgsino states. Similarly, the mixings of neutral EW gauginos and Higgsinos produce physical neutralinos. The masses and the corresponding physical states can be obtained by diagonalizing the respective mass matrices. For instance, the masses of the chargino states (χ ± 1,2 ) are obtained diagonalizing the 2 × 2 chargino mass matrix by a bi-unitary transformation. In the MSSM, the masses and composition of these chargino states are determined by M 2 -the SU (2) gaugino mass parameter, µ and tan β -the ratio of two vacuum expectation values(v u , v d ) of the neutral components of two Higgs doublets require to break EW symmetry spontaneously. In the NMSSM, the presence of an extra Higgs singlet field does not modify the chargino sector, hence it remains same as in the MSSM, except the Higgsino mass parameter µ which is replaced by µ eff .
On contrary, in the NMSSM, the neutralino sector is extended due to the addition of an extra singlino stateS -the fermionic superpartner of the singlet scalar field (S). HereS mixes with the Higgsinos due to the presence of the λH u H d S term in the superpotential. Thus, the resulting 5 × 5 neutralino mass matrix is given by,
Here M 1 is the mass of U (1) gaugino -the bino(B) and g 1 , g 2 are the weak gauge couplings. In the MSSM limit, i.e. λ, κ → 0, this 5 × 5 neutralino mass matrix reduces to a 4 × 4 mass matrix. The masses of neutralinos can be derived by diagonalizing symmetric matrix M N via a unitary transformation as,
with N as a unitary matrix. The analytical solution of the neutralino mass matrix presenting the spectrum of neutralino masses and mixings exist in the literature for the MSSM [47, 48] . However for the NMSSM, the 5th order eigenvalue equation makes it more difficult to extract exact analytical solution. Nevertheless, attempts are there to find the approximate analytical solution [49, 50] . Consequently, the five physical neutralino states become the admixtures of weak states, such as gauginos, Higgsinos and singlino. Hence, in the basisψ
where N ij (i,j=1-5) is defined by Eq. 2.2. In particular, N i5 presents the singlino component in the i-th physical neutralino state. To conclude, in the NMSSM, the masses and the mixings of the charginos and neutralinos at the tree level can be determined by 6 parameters, namely,
Here one can choose M 1 and M 2 to be real and positive by absorbing phases inB 0 and W 0 respectively, but in general µ ef f can be complex. In this current study, we assume CP-conserving NMSSM setting all the input parameters real. A careful examination of the neutralino mass matrix reveals few characteristic features of this sector [49, 50] . For instance, notice that the singlet field does not mix with the gauge fields, and hence the singlino like neutralino states do not interact with the gaugino like states or gauge fields. Apparently, two out of the five neutralino states remain to be gaugino like if, |M 1,2 − µ ef f | > M Z . Note that the direct singlet-doublet mixing is determined by λ. The mass of the singlino like neutralino is given by |2κv s |, and so if |2κv s | << M 1,2 , µ ef f , then the lighter neutralino state becomes dominantly a singlino like. On the other hand, if |2κv s | >> M 1,2 , µ ef f , then the singlino state completely decouples from the other states resulting all four neutralino states mixtures of gaugino-Higgsino, i.e a MSSM like scenario, where as the remaining heavier neutralino state appears to be completely singlino like. The coupling structures of neutralinos with gauge bosons and fermions remain the same as in the MSSM, since the singlet field does not interact with them. For the sake of discussion in the later section, we present the χ
with s w = sin θ w ,c w = cos θ w and j=2,3 Note that, since we consider only the first two generations of squarks and assume that the chiral mixings are negligible, hence we
Tree level Feynman diagrams for chargino-neutralino associated production via q andq annihilation.
omit the corresponding interaction terms and, for the same reasons, g
Apparently, the presence of the direct effect of NMSSM through singlino component is absent in these interactions. However, because of the unitarity of the mixing matrix N, the singlino component N i5 indirectly affects these couplings. It will be discussed more in the next sub-section in the context of the chargino-neutralino production.
χ
In this section, in the framework of the NMSSM, we discuss various features of the chargino-neutralino( χ ± 1 χ 0 j ,j=1,2,3) associated production at the LHC. For the sake of comparison and discussion, we also study χ ± 1 χ 0 1 production cross section, although it has no relevance to our present context. As already mentioned, in hadron colliders, the chargino-neutralino pairs are produced purely via EW interaction initiated by quark and anti-quark annihilation as,
the corresponding Feynman diagrams at the tree level are shown in Fig. 2 . The s and t/u-channels are mediated by the W boson and the first two generations of squarks respectively and, are very sensitive to the couplings, see Eq. 2.5-2.7, which are regulated by model parameters. In case, if both the chargino and the neutralino states be pure Higgsino like, then the t and u channel diagrams decouple completely due to the suppressed quark-squark-neutralino couplings(Eqs. 2.6, 2.7), otherwise mixed or pure gaugino likes states are favored. The contribution of the t/u-channel diagrams are also suppressed for heavier masses of squarks. Moreover, negative interference of the s and t/u channel diagrams yields an enhancement of the production cross section for heavier masses of squarks for a given set of other parameters. The partonic level differential χ ± 1 χ 0 j cross section in NMSSM can be obtained following the form given in Ref. [51] for the MSSM,
which is expressed in terms of four helicity charges Q LL , Q LR , Q RL , Q RR . For the sake of completeness, we also present the explicit form of these charges [51] , We compute this leading order(LO) cross section setting QCD scales, Q 2 =ŝ-the partonic center of mass energy and for the choice of CT10 [52] parton distribution function. The corresponding next to leading order(NLO) predictions for the χ
cross sections are obtained from Prospino [53] and the k-factor(=σ NLO/σ LO is found to be ∼ 1.3 [51] . In the present NMSSM case, to take care NLO effects in the crosssection, we use the same k-factor, which is not expected to be too different with respect to the MSSM case. We observe that LO chargino-neutralino associated production cross-section varies from sub femto-barn(fb) level to to few pico-barn(pb) for the mass range of 100-500 GeV of charginos and neutralinos.
To understand the dependence ofχ ± 1χ 0 j cross sections on the parameters, we demonstrate its variation in Fig. 3 and as, tan β = 10, µ eff =1000 GeV(for Fig.3 ), M 2 =600 GeV(for Fig. 4 ), squark masses m Q L , m D L,R = 1000 GeV and assuming the relation M 1 = M 2 /2. In the following, we discuss the variation of cross sections with the sensitive parameters which has some impact on the signal sensitivity, as will be discussed in the later sections.
• The dependence of χ Fig. 3[a] . Note that, the subsequent fall of both the cross sections with the increase of M 2 is purely a mass effect. Obviously, the χ Fig. 3[a] .
• The variation of cross sections with µ ef f , for Higgsino like scenario is presented in Fig.4 , keeping M 2 =600 GeV and for three combinations of λ, κ= cross section, which slowly increases with µ ef f due to the enhancement of Higgsino composition in it, as observed in Fig.4[a] . In Fig.4[b] , it is found that the singlino composition in χ 0 3 state goes up with the increase of µ eff , while it is below |2κv s | and, becomes completely singlino like at µ eff ∼ |2κv s | (∼ 300GeV ) hence the rapid fall of χ In this section, the sensitivity of the signal,Eq. 1.3 cross sections with the parameters are studied systematically by scanning those using NMSSMTools4.9.0 [54] taking into account various constraints such as dark matter, flavor physics and direct searches at LEP and LHC experiments. In this numerical scan we use the following range of parameters: 0.1 < λ < 0.7; 0.1 < κ < 0.7; 0 < A λ < 2 TeV, −9 < A κ < −4 GeV; 2 < tan β < 50; 140 GeV < µ eff < 600 GeV
The other soft masses are set as
The important factors in this discussion are the mass and the composition of A 1 which is dominantly a singlet like. In order to understand the variation of composition of A 1 , here we briefly revisit the Higgs mass matrix corresponding to CP-odd states. The initial 3×3 CP odd Higgs mass matrix reduces to 2×2 matrix after rotating away the Goldstone mode. Hence, the CP-odd mass matrix, M 2 P , in the basis of doublet(A) and singlet(S), is given by [9, 10] ,
where
This 2×2 mass matrix can be diagonalized by an orthogonal rotation with an angle α, as given by,
. Obviously, two mass eigenstates (A 1 , A 2 ) are the mixtures of the doublet (A) and the singlet (S) weak eigen states.
• χ
The relevant part of the coupling (Higgsino-Higgsino-Singlet) for this decay channel is given by, , a compressed like scenario. However, in order to have a reasonable sensitivity of this signal, the visible decay spectrum are expected to be little bit harder to pass kinematic thresholds, which can be ensured by setting the mass splitting, ∆m = mχ0 corresponds to the region M 1 ∼ µ eff and, we found that it remains to be valid for a wide range of λ and κ. This figure clearly reflects the preferred choices of M 1 and µ eff for our considered signal channel.
• A 1 → γγ: The earlier studies [19, 21, 40, 41] showed that the variation of BR of non SM-like NMSSM Higgs bosons in various decay channels is very dramatic depending on the region of parameters. For instance, the singlet like A 1 state decouples from the fermions leading a suppression of the tree level decay modes bb and τ τ and an enhancement of BR(A 1 → γγ) channel [19, 40, 41] . The cause of having a finite partial A 1 → γγ decay width can be understood by examining the respective coupling structures of A 1 with two photons [55] . The A 1 state decays to two photons via loops comprising heavy fermions and charginos [56, 57] , see of A 1 → γγ can be obtained simply using the MSSM expression, but replacing the respective couplings to the NMSSM values. Thus, it is given as [56, 57] ,
Here N c is the QCD color factor, e f is the electric charge of the fermions (f ), A x (τ x ) are the loop functions given by,
Here g χ ± are the same with charginos, and all those are given by [9] ,
Here P and (U,V) are the mixing matrices for pseudoscalar Higgs bosons and chargino sector respectively and, in particular P 11 = sin α sin β and P 12 = sin α cos β. In the pure singlet limit of A 1 (P 11 , P 12 ∼ 0), see Eq. 2.6 and, hence the fermion couplings(g
) approach to almost negligible value(∼ 10 −5 ), and, hence the corresponding fermionic loop contribution in Eq. 3.6 are extremely suppressed. On the other hand, the presence of Higgsino composition in the chargino state yields a favorable coupling with A 1 via the singlet-Higgsino-Higgsino interaction(see the term proportional to λ in Eq.3.9). Needless to say, that it is purely a typical NMSSM effect. Naturally, it is interesting to identify the region of the parameter space which offers a finite partial width of A 1 → γγ mode. We try to study it by examining the mixing of CP odd Higgs bosons states via the mass matrix, Eq. 3.2 3.3. Recall, that a very small value of sin α leads a singlet dominated A 1 state resulting a suppression of its couplings with the fermions. Following the mass matrix, it can be realized very easily that the lighter CP odd state A 1 , can be a very much singlet like in the presence of negligible mixing between A and S states and, essentially it can happen due to either of the following two conditions: These two scenarios are illustrated in Fig.7 , presenting the range of M Table 1 , we show six BPs and presenting the corresponding parameters, masses of relevant particles and BRs. Notice that BP1-BP4 present comparatively lighter masses of chargino and neutralino states, whereas these are massive for BP5 and BP6. The values of M A 1 are chosen in such a way that the decay of the SM Higgs to a pair of A 1 is forbidden in order to make it compatible with recent SM Higgs boson results [58] . For all BPs, the lightest CP even Higgs boson, H 1 is SM-like. Although, both the χ neutralino states are Higgsino like, but, more precisely, the coupling strength depends on the kind of Higgsino composition, either it isH u orH d (see Eq. 3.5) like. Notice that, for BP4, because of the higher mass of A 1 , the A 1 → Zγ also opens up and found Table 1 : Parameters, masses, and BRs for six benchmark points.
to be its BR around ∼ 2%. This decay channel of A 1 can give rise to a spectacular signal with the final state Zγ along with a lepton and E / T , when it is produced through the production mechanism, as shown in Eq.1.2.
Signal and Background
In this section we present the detection prospect of finding the signal γγ + ± + / E T at the LHC with the center of mass energy, √ S= 13 TeV, corresponding to a few integrated luminosity options. As mentioned in the previous section, the signal events appear from both the χ with the leptonic decays of W/Z. Note that in the first two cases, the second photon originates primarily from the initial state, radiated by incoming quarks. In addition, the another potential source of backgrounds are due to the faking of jets as photon in the process,
and interestingly, it is found to be the dominant ones.
In our simulation we generate signal events using PYTHIA6 [59] providing spectrum of SUSY particles and BR of various decay channels through SLHA file [60] , obtained from NMSSMTools [54] , corresponding to our chosen parameter space, as shown in Table 1. The background events with 2-body at the final state(W γ, , Zγ) are generated directly using PYTHIA6, while processes consisting 3-body are simulated using the MadGraph [61] and then PYTHIA6 is used for showering. The generated events are stored in the standard HEP format (STDHEP) [62] to pass them through Delphes3.2.0 [63] to take into account the detector effects. In our analysis we have used the default CMS card in Delphes, but results are also checked with ATLAS default card and not much differences are observed.
The objects in the final state such as, electron, photon and missing transverse energy are identified and reconstructed using Delphes based algorithms [63] . However, for the sake of completeness, we describe very briefly the object reconstruction techniques followed in the Delphes.
• Lepton Selection: The electrons are reconstructed using the information from the tracker and ECAL parameterizing the combined reconstruction efficiency as a function of the energy and pseudorapity. The muons are reconstructed using the predefined reconstruction efficiency and the final momentum is obtained by a Gaussian smearing of the initial 4-momentum vector. In our simulation, both the electrons and the muons are selected, imposing cuts on the transverse momenta (p T ) and pseudo rapidity (η l ) of lepton as,
where η restriction is due to the limited tracker coverage. The leptons are required to be isolated by demanding the total transverse energy E ac T ( ) ≤ 20% of the p T , where E ac T ( ) is the scalar sum of transverse energies of particles with minimum transverse momentum 0.5 GeV around the lepton direction within a cone size of ∆R = 0.5.
• Photon Selection: The genuine photons and electrons that reach to the ECAL having no reconstructed tracks are considered as photons in the Delphes neglecting the conversions of photons into electron-positron pairs. In the present version of Delphes 3.2.0, the fake rate of photons are not simulated. In our simulation, we select photons subject to cuts, 4) but excluding the η region, 1.44 < |η| γ < 1.57. The isolation of photon is ensured by measuring the sum of transverse momenta E ac T (γ) of all particles around ∆R=0.5 along the of the axis of the photon and transverse momentum more than 0.5 GeV. We consider photon is isolated if,
(4.5)
• Missing transverse energy: In the Delphes, the missing transverse energy is estimated from the transverse component of the total energy deposited in the detector, as defined,
where i runs over all measured collection from the Detector. In the signal event / E T is expected to be harder as it appears due to the comparatively heavier object χ 0 1 , where as in the SM it is mainly due to the neutrinos. Hence, / E T may be a useful variable to isolate background events by a good fraction without affecting signal events too much. A cut,
is applied in our simulation and observed that a substantial fraction ( 50%) of background events are rejected with a mild loss of signal events.
With a goal to separate out the signal from the background events, we investigate several kinematic variables. We notice that the p γ T are comparatively harder in the signal than the background events. This can be attributed to the fact that the photons in the signal events originate from A 1 decay, which is to some extent expected to be boosted as it is produced from heavier neutralino states. On the other hand, in the background process photons arise due to soft or hard emission accompanied with a W/Z boson and are not as boosted as in the signal events. Hence, we impose following hard cut on the leading(γ 1 ) photon and little mild on the sub-leading (γ 2 ) photon to eliminate background events,
Moreover, interestingly, we observed that the distribution of ∆R γ 1 γ 2 , defined as,
presents a characteristic feature for the signal events. Two photons in signal events originating from a comparatively massive A 1 are expected to be correlated and appear without much angular separation between them, unlike the background events, where these are not directly correlated and come out with a comparatively wider angular separation. This interesting feature is clearly demonstrated in the distribution of ∆R γ 1 γ 2 , as shown in Figure 9 (left), for both the signal and dominant backgrounds, such as W γ, W γγ, W γj. Note that, ∆R γ 1 γ 2 distributions are subject to cuts given by Eqs. 4.3, 4.7, 4.8. It displays a clear difference, where the signal events are distributed in the lower region of ∆R γ 1 γ 2 , where as the background events mostly appear towards the higher side. Evidently, this characteristic feature can be exploited to improve the purity of the signal events. Optimizing the selection of ∆R γ 1 γ 2 , we require,
in our simulation and eliminate a good fraction of background events. Finally, to minimize the background contamination further, in particular due to the most dominant W γj process, we construct another observable, the difference in the azimuthal angle between the lepton and the sub-leading photon i.e ∆φ γ 2 . In Fig. 9(right) , we present the distribution of ∆φ γ 2 for both the signal and the dominant backgrounds(Wγ, Wγj, Wγγ). This distribution clearly shows a difference in behavior of the signal events which are distributed towards the higher values of ∆φ γ 2 , while the dominant W γj background does not show any such pattern. Hence, a selection of ∆φ γ 2 as,
further suppresses the W γj background without much reduction of the signal size. Also note that in this selected region of ∆φ lγ 2 , only the signal contribution corresponding to the BP1 point is large, while for the other BPs, it is more or less at the same level as backgrounds. Implementing all selection cuts together in the simulation, we achieve a reasonable signal sensitivity as discussed in the next section.
Results
In Table 2 , we present the summary of our simulation for both the signal and the SM backgrounds showing the number of events remaining after applying a given set of cuts.
The results are shown for the signal corresponding to six BPs as shown in the Table 1 . The third column presents the production cross sections and N ev in the 4th column indicates the number of events simulated for each processes. A k-factor 1.3 is used for the signal cross section in order to take into account NLO effects [51] . The NLO cross sections for background processes are evaluated using MadGraph aMC@NLO [64] subject to p The selection of ∆R γ 1 γ 2 appears to be very useful, as discussed above, in eliminating backgrounds by 60-80% with a marginal reduction in signal events. Evidently, the dominant background contamination turn out to be due to the W γj, which is about 65% of the total background contribution. Notably, the background processes associated with a Z boson are not contributing significantly, because of the requirement of single lepton and a strong / E T . The signal benchmark points BP2 and BP3, comparatively Table 2 : Event summary for the signal and backgrounds(Bkg) subject to a set of cuts. The last column presents the cross section after multiplying the acceptance efficiency including BRs.
with lower masses of χ ± 1 and χ 0 2 yield larger event rates, primarily due to the large production cross sections. The last columns shows the cross sections normalized by the selection efficiency due to set selections for each processes and parameters. space.
In Table 3 , we show the sensitivity of the signal presenting the significances (S/ √ B) for three integrated luminosity options 100, 300 and 1000 fb −1 . The total background cross section is estimated to be about 2.74 fb. In this table the second row presents the signal cross section corresponding to each BPs. The significances are quite encouraging for the lower masses (≤ 400 GeV ) of χ ± 1 , χ 0 2,3 and for A 1 ∼ 60 -100 GeV, even for low integrated luminosity L =100f b −1 . However, for the higher range of masses (BP5 and BP6), the sensitivity is very poor due to tiny production cross sections. We emphasize again that in order to obtain a sizeable signal rate, the chosen parameter space are happen to be a compressed scenario. In case of the scenario represented by BP4, where M 1 < µ ef f ,χ BRs(2nd row) and significance (S/ √ B) for three integrated luminosity options 100, 300 and 1000 fb −1 . The total background cross-section is 2.74 fb. for high luminosity option 1000 f b −1 . Furthermore, it is worth to mention here that in analogy with the SM Higgs searches, in this study also, the di-photon invariant mass is expected to show a clear peak at the mass of A 1 . In Fig.10 , we show the distribution of reconstructed m γγ subject to all cuts as listed in Table. 2. Because of the low statistics of background events after selection, those are not shown in this figure. Perhaps, the level of background contamination can be reduced further by fitting the signal peak leading an enhancement of signal sensitivity.
Summary
In the NMSSM, one of the non SM-like Higgs boson, particularly lightest pseudoscalar A 1 , which is mostly singlet like, can decay to di-photon channel via Higgsino like chargino loop with a substantial BR. We identify the region of the parameter space corresponding to BR( χ 0 2,3 → χ 0 1 A 1 ) and BR(A 1 → γγ) ≥, both at the level of 10% or more and present the potential ranges of λ, κ along with µ ef f , A λ . We investigate the sensitivity of the signal + γγ + / E T producing A 1 through the chargino-neutralino associated production as shown in Eq.1.2. The possible contamination due to the SM backgrounds are also estimated and W γj is found to be the dominant one, where jet fakes as a photon. Performing a detail simulation of the signal and the background processes including detector effects using Delphes, we predict the signal sensitivity for few benchmark points and for a given integrated luminosity options for the LHC Run 2 experiments. Our simulation shows that this signal is observable marginally for 100f b ∼ 400 GeV and M A 1 ∼ 70 GeV, where as it severely degrades for higher masses ∼ 600 GeV due to the heavily suppressed cross section. The reconstructed di-photon invariant mass is expected to show a clear visible narrow peak around the mass of A 1 , which can be exploited to suppress backgrounds further to improve the signal sensitivity. Hence, room for a possible more improvements of signal to background ratio exist, which is not explored in the current study. We reiterate here that two photons BR of Higgs boson is heavily suppressed in the SM and as well as in the MSSM. In this context, we emphasize again very strongly that this diphoton decay mode of A 1 can be used as a powerful tool to distinguish the NMSSM from the other SUSY models.
